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 I joined the CMS Experiment in 2005.

 I was a brand new postdoc, more to the point, I was 
one of these “hybrid” postdocs.  Idea being that my 
time would be split 50/50 between work at the 
Tevatron on DZero and work on CMS.

 Probably worth pointing out in a lot of cases this 
didn’t work very well.  Because let’s face it:  that’s 
hard, usually ended up with EITHER the postdoc 
doing 90/10 (one or the other) OR being less than 
effectual on both (effectively not getting the benefit 
for the inefficiency).
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 So I might have fallen into that same trap, but for 
that there was an LPC.  There is likely a groove worn 
in the ring road from me roving back and forth from 
DZero to the highrise.
 I still park inside the ring habitually.

 Just having discrete locales allowed me to partition 
my efforts a lot more effectively.  It sounds 
somewhat stupid, but it was a real difference.

 In more human terms, it grew the number of people 
I knew working on CMS by a lot, and in a 
collaboration this big…
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 So being here was important.  But this was also 
close to coincident with ORCA CMSSW.  And 
there were opportunities to see how this new 
reconstruction worked, and calls for volunteers 
to help with re-implementing what ORCA did in 
the new framework.

 This real “bare metal” look at how the 
reconstruction worked paid off in a real way later 
when it came to understanding what the 
detector was telling us.  It also paid off in 
knowing what to change as we learned.
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 I made the jump from postdoc to professor a 
little bit before the halfway point (Fall 09).  This 
coincidentally was slightly before our very first 
data, as well as our first CMSDAS.

 I’d LIKE to think I would have descended on that 
first data as intensely otherwise, but putting 
together a first set of exercises for people with 
just that data from the end of 2009…

 That’s also how we ended up on the front lines of 
finding spikes in the ECAL barrel.
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 Turns out that becoming a professor doesn’t solve 
any problems, it merely expands them.

 Having the LPC as a base to operate out of, and 
having the support of people there (sometimes 
even financially) made a big difference in getting 
my program off the ground.

 In turn, the programs like CMSDAS, like the 
Distinguished Researcher were interesting 
opportunities and made me want to participate.

 And now I have students and a postdoc of my own 
who get to take advantage of this place, which I’ve 
always called “the capitol city of USCMS”.
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 I try not to use Powerpoint unless you have 
something visual to express.

 So I prepared something visual.
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